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Enterprise transformation demands total alignment

Mobilization, modernization and innovation are the three stages we address for 

your business. We make it happen seamlessly and in a way that there is accuracy 

in both capacity and cost planning. You can access industry and vertical experts 

who together can deliver a vibrant, market facing and an outcome road map. 

Catalysing the DevOps philosophy and culture, powering quality builds and an 

always ready to release state are part of the Minfy promise for DevOps services. 

Enterprise transformation demands total alignment from a DevOps services 

provider. Try us and the goal post will get closer.



ACCELERA APPLICATION 
SERVICES
DevSecOps 8

• Transformation Services – One Touch Deployment

• Containerization as a Service

• Infrastructure as a Code

• Steady state support

• Platform – Ops/site Reliability Engineering

App Modernization 11

• Serverless

• Cloud Native Deployment

• Application Containerization

• Data warehouse on Cloud

Database Modernization 15

• DB Performance Tuning/Optimization (SSS- Model)

• DB Migration as a service

• DB Transformation Factory

• Data warehouse on Cloud
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Questions we ask 

• What is the current state?

• What technologies need to be adopted?

• What customisation is required?

• What are the targeted automation 

needs?

• What are the applications that need 

rapid on-boarding?

• How to keep the pipeline of 

development – integration – release 

running?

• How to create a robust and scalable 

platform to manage applications on a 

scale?

• What are the outcomes that need to be 

defined?

• How to reduce application costs along 

the way?

• How to keep pace with industry 

changes?

Audit 

Assess

Automate

Manage
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Areas we address

More work in less time

Collaboration

Experimental test 

environments

Faster service delivery

Metrics to track

Securing the cloud gateways

“Dreams are wings with goals. And wings we know 
help us move faster and higher in the clouds”

TRANSFORMATIVE INTENT 

99.9%40%99%
UptimeTCO 

reduction

Service 

SLA

Redefining 

automation

Scale 

creation

Limit high maintenance 

and physical IT footprints

Customized 

solutions

Visible 

outcomes

Agile releases
Ensure 

compliance
Cost effectiveness

Benefits
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Collaboration for 
Transformation 

The force of change, the need to be agile and the necessity of being flexible is what a 

business demands today. This dynamically drives the modernization of applications 

— and hence, their platforms, architecture and integration.  A system made up of 

discrete component capabilities with well-defined interfaces delivers “digital 

dexterity,” which allows those components to change, operate, expand, evolve and 

be replaced independent of the rest of the system.

Meet the need for digital dexterity

MINFY ACCELERA – 
DEVSECOPS

What Minfy can do for your business 

• Define clear modernization goals and drivers

• Address application architecture and platform modernization together

• Establish self-service application delivery platforms to accelerate 

modernization

• Modernize application delivery before application technology:

• Apply product-centric application delivery practices

• Establish self-service application delivery platforms to accelerate 

modernization

• Put security at the center of your app development grow into you managing 

‘security as code’. 
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Our transformation road map

MIGRATE

MODERNIZE

MOBILIZE

INNOVATE

As-is migration

Re-platform

Server-less Development

App Modernization

Micro-services

Containerization

One-touch Deployment

DevSecOps

Conversational AI/ ChatBots

Big Data Analytics

IoT

DevSecOps Solutions

DevOps Transformation 
Services

Accelerate your release 
cycles and realize the greater 
business value through 
augmentation of 
fully-automated CICD 
deployment along with AI 
enabled systems in a single 
click for improved speed & 
quality decisions. Augment 
security best practices to 
leverage SAST & DAST tools 
to evolve from a culture of 
DevOps to DevSecOps.

Containerization as a Service

Evolve the future of your 
applications, transform from 
monolithic to containers or 
microservices architecture to 
save cost yet and scale your 
application performance, to 
accelerate your business 

agility and deliver more 
applications with lesser 
dependencies.

Infrastructure as a Code

Automation is the key for 
DevOps transformations, 
when evolving from a project 
mindset to an SRE culture, 
churning out mutable 
infrastructure in a click of a 
button to improve resiliency 
& reduces the cost of failure 
through automatic rollbacks 
& DR invocation.

Site Reliability Engineering

Augment decision-making in 
DevOps by leveraging AI, 
which helps to scale the 
support with perspective & 
predictive analysis, triage and 
deduplicate alerts, Automate 
- “Measure- Interpret & Act 

functions”, Train AI –Models 
from human interventions 
and automate future RCAs.

Platform Ops Support

Strengthen your DevSecOps 
with PlatformOps Capability. 
It is the first step for your SRE 
culture, to evolve from a 
project mindset to a to 
product mindset – create a 
single Pane Control for your – 
ePaas, fPaas, VM 
Orchestration , Container 
Orchestration- Iaas & Caas.



DevSecOps Customers



MINFY ACCELERA
App Modernization

Many advantages, 
one Minfy 

Choose, plan, implement and modernize  

Multiple advantages can come your way with app modernization. Speed of 

availability of the apps, ability for the app to be integrated with new and existing 

APIs. Re –platforming as per the emerging requirements and more. Basically what it 

means is that your legacy apps become agile and available for the team. However, 

crucial to this initiative in an enterprise is the cost and the accompanying 

complexity. How well can these efforts be optimised as a long term data center 

strategy, and how enabled are the teams to handle the complexity as the migration 

happens from legacy to cloud. With Minfy you can choose app modernization 

pathways that impact your business and the ongoing customer experience. It is 

about getting to know how to make the choices and implement them to a plan. 
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Constraints of Legacy Applications

Spaghetti CodeNon-responsive UI

Inflexible Architecture

Tightly Coupled 
Dev & Delivery

No Separation 
of Concerns

Cannot deploy 
on Cloud

Accumulated 
Technology Debt

Inability to use 
emerging Technology

 

Serverless

You worry about those critical functions for your business while we worry about 

your servers and infrastructure. From enterprise applications and APIs the 

serverless approach can manage it all. It can automatically scale up or down 

depending upon the demand and the requests your app receives. We do this all by 

paying undiluted attention to security vulnerabilities and patching. 

Application Modernization Solutions
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Cloud Native Deployment

Graduating from IAAS to PAAS is the road map for this Minfy deliverable. For it 

means that clod native app development, production and delivery could happen on a 

platform basis. There could be a range emanating from cloud native development - 

devops, agile methodology, microservices, cloud platforms, containers such as 

Kubernetes and Docker, practically every new and modern method of application 

deployment can be deployed and used on a platform basis. 

Application Containerization

We can deliver the wide ranging benefits of containerization – efficiencies in usage 

of CPU memory & storage, portability and reproducibility. What we keep a close eye 

on is the resulting security vulnerabilities and the actions that are needed to protect 

your IT artefacts. 

Data warehouse

Well understood and a proven concept, Minfy minimises the recoding and 

disruptions. This is by virtue of our proprietary methodologies and accumulated 

experience in aiding businesses of different sizes and complexities. The Minfy 

advantage of cost optimisation goes without saying.

Application Modernization Services

• Applications Modernization and Transformation 

• Custom Application Development - Server less

• Containerizing applications

• Containers Orchestration

• Dev-Sec-Ops as a Service
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Application Modernization Customers



MINFY ACCELERA – 
DATABASE MODERNIZATION

Agility, stability, 
scalability and flexibility  

Bring elasticity to your data systems by deploying Minfy’s various database 

modernization techniques. Your enterprise will experience the benefits stability, 

scalability, and flexibility. Moving to more robust platforms enable the agility. The 

results: changes can be quickly made to support business goals; organization can 

define a data strategy that aligns best to business and technological goals. Plus, 

enterprises benefit from increased productivity and reduced maintenance costs. 

Easier to run and with host of functionalities businesses can release staff to be 

deployed to more strategic efforts. 
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Database Modernization Solutions

DB Performance Tuning/Optimization (SSS- Model)

Careful planning in the initial steps of the database development cycle catalyses 
the performance. Ongoing tuning of Databases ensures the response times are 
reduced and there is better utilisation of the system resources.  Minfy teams work 
to frameworks that identify the high performance areas over a wide variety of 
situations to arrive at the ideal configuration and working of your databases.  

DB Migration as a service

Quick and secure migration of databases is what we promise at Minfy. Across a 
wide range of commercial and open source databases, we do it with virtually no 
downtime and ensure that all your operations are active and fully operational 
during the migration process. 

DB Transformation Factory

A perfectly integrated data migration and integration service, the Factory ensures 
that data from a variety of sources is brought together in a seamless manner. And 
wherever possible the users have single pane into their data pipelines. Factoring in 
data silos, data volumes and complexity, the accompanying security and compliance 
issues, the Factory works as a well oiled approach to DB modernization and end to 
end handling. 

Data warehouse on Cloud

When modernization is also about structured storage, analysis and reporting it 
demands a road map that builds in scalability, availability, security, great query 
performance and cost effectiveness. Minfy designs DWHs to your specific data 
storage needs and helps in integrating disparate data for insights, analysis and 
actions. 
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Database Modernization Customers



• Bionic 

• Agile 

• Always On, Always Available 

• Multi-Industry Specialization 

• Customized Method of Delivering Real Business Impact 

• Complete Suite of Cloud Services & Solutions 

Minfy view finder
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Our leading industry partnerships



Active customers

YoY Growth Rate 

India
Hyderabad, Bengaluru, 
Mumbai, Kolkata, New Delhi & NCR, Ahmedabad

APAC Regional
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

USA
Delaware

Industry leading partnerships

275+ highly qualified professionals operating from 
multiple facilities , 125+ AWS Certifications, 
AWS Foundational Certified Individuals 14 , 
AWS Technical Certified Individuals 53 , 
AWS Technical Certified Individuals - Pro or Specialty 21

600+ AWS accounts launched since inception, 10000+ 
Cloud Consulting Hrs, 

Cloud Training & Discovery Workshops

450+ Cloud Implementation & Migrations, 50+ SAP 
HANA migrations

2020 Consulting Partner of the Year

2020 Worldwide Public Sector award

2020 CRN Excellence award

2019 Differentiation Partner of the year

320

~100%

Offices 

25

Solid talent 

Premier status

100+

Pioneering 
strides

Recognitions 

 

Founded in 2016.   Today we are



Our Competencies

Certifications and Badges



Minfy Technologies Pvt Ltd

Survey No. 10, Divine 
Babylon Building,

Whitefields, Kondapur, Opp. 
Lane of Jayabheri Silicon 
Valley, Hyderabad-500084

India.

www.minfytech.com

sales@minfytech.com

+91 86888 18765


